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The whole body is greedy for the wolf, and the whole body is tight!

“Who!”

He roared, and the heavy pupil looked around, but found nothing.

The voice just now was definitely not fake. He could tell it was a human
voice, but he couldn’t tell which direction it came from!

The greedy wolf was very alert, and looked around carefully, “Who!
Pretend to be a ghost, come out!”

His eyes were cold and his body exuded murderous intent, so he didn’t
dare to be careless.

The surroundings are deserted and quiet, so quiet that there is no
sound.



Not even a trace of wind can be heard.

Greedy wolf stood there, not daring to move, his eyes fell on the black
air that was still floating in the distance.

“I have been waiting for you… a long time.”

The voice sounded again!

It’s the direction of the black air!

The wolf is more careful: “Who are you?”

He shouted, but no one responded to him, but the black air was
obviously shaking more severely, as if there was something awakening
from it.

The black air shook so violently that it was going to swept all around!

Greedy wolves dare not pass.

There are weird everywhere here, even Jiang Ning’s whereabouts, he
doesn’t even know whether it’s life or death, and he doesn’t know,
especially now, this black air seems to be alive, and there is a voice
coming out. As an ordinary person, I’m afraid I’m already scared to be
stupid.

“I’ve been waiting for you… a long time.”



The voice came again, still the same as the sentence just now, Greedy
Wolf can tell it, and the tone is different from the words just now.

“Are you a man or a ghost?”

The wolf shouted, “Show yourself, don’t pretend to be a ghost!

His——”

The black air keeps circling and circling The rise gradually spread,
although it was only within a range, but it was obviously a response to
the words of Greed Wolf.

This is weird!

Even if the wolf is greedy, the understanding of this world is far beyond
ordinary people, but this kind of thing is still the first time I have met.

He hesitated for a while, before taking two steps forward, the alertness in
his eyes remained undiminished.

The black energy is still spreading, but it seems to be bound by
something. It can only hover in that area and can’t spread out anymore.
The wolf is naturally bolder.

“I’m waiting for you…very? It’s been a long time.”



It’s still the same sentence, it’s always the same sentence. Have you
waited for a long time?

Who is it?

Why do you wait for yourself?

Greedy Wolf didn’t know if he was speaking to himself, but at this
moment, where is there anyone besides himself?

He took a step and walked over, watching the movement around him, his
heavy pupil stared at the black qi, wanting to see what is in the black qi!

His eyes are different from ordinary people. They can see many different
things, but before the black air, they seem to have no effect. < /br>He
couldn’t see anything, he was still covered by the black air.

“Om——”

Suddenly, as if he noticed that the greedy wolf is approaching, the black
energy burst out suddenly, and almost instantly, it wrapped the greedy
wolf!

“Ah!”

The greedy wolf was shocked, yelled quickly, and turned to escape, but
those black qi, like black threads, bound all his hands and feet!



Thousands of black threads, like a thread, layer after layer, completely
envelop the greedy wolf, and never give him a chance to break free!

“Go away! Go away!”

The wolf shouted and tried his best, only to find that the black lines
seemed to be alive, full of spirituality, and quickly bound his limbs. Can’t
move anymore.

“I’ve been waiting for you… a long time.”

This time, the voice came into the ears of Greedy Wolf very clearly!

It seems, just like what he said in his ear!

“I’ve been waiting for you… a long time!”

The voice suddenly became eerie and terrifying. Even if it was a wolf, he
couldn’t help but trembled all over, and if he wanted to struggle again,
there was no chance.
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Those black air began to penetrate into the body of the greedy wolf, from
his nostrils, eyes, ears, mouth, and even his belly button… constantly
Get in, penetrate in!

“Ah—”



The greedy wolf roared, the pain is not closed and Yi Fushan is
covered? It seems that the body is torn apart by force!

He saw a black bead floating and sinking from the black air, slowly
approaching him, before the sight gradually disappeared, he could feel
that the black air was constantly infiltrating his body!

And these black qi is emitted from that black bead!

What the hell is that?

“Ahhhhh!

At the same time.

Andrewturned his head abruptly and looked in the direction of the sound.

“Is it a greedy wolf?”

He heard the scream of a greedy wolf, and he could make such a
scream. I am afraid that the greedy wolf is already horrible.

“He died?”

Andrewwas frightened.

Something happened to the cunning guy like Greed Wolf.



It’s really weird here.

At this moment, he is also not much better.

Andrewstood on the thirteenth step, exhausted. At this level, the gravity
has increased three times!

He feels that the pressure on his bones is getting bigger and I don’t
know how much.

If he hadn’t had a strong body, he would have been crushed on the
ground at this moment.

I looked up again, still unable to see the end, I don’t know how many
steps there will be in the end.

Currently, Andrewis pressured up and filled with position, but down, there
is no chance. He can’t go down at all. Once he jumps, this height
matches the gravity, and he may be injured instantly. !

Injury in this kind of place is not far from death.

Especially, now he has no retreat at all. Andrewalso wants to know what
is on this level.

An accident has happened to the wolf. The scream just now is definitely
not a trivial matter. Otherwise, with the temper of the wolf, he would
definitely not even be able to hum. Obviously, he suffered the ultimate
pain.



“Now I can only go up.”

Andrewtook a deep breath and had no choice.

He adjusted his breathing and his eyes became firmer. In this kind of
place, accidentally it would be a death. It is useless to think so much.

He came to look for the longevity pool. If he couldn’t find it, it would be a
failure.

And the greedy wolf is dead, he can now look for it wholeheartedly, he
doesn’t need to think about guarding against the greedy wolf, and his
energy can be slightly relaxed.

“Huh—”

Andrewlooked at the fourteenth step, squeezed his fist, did not hesitate,
used both hands and feet, and stepped up the first step again!

Fourteenth order!

Boom!

Someone just stood up, and the terrifying pressure instantly increased!

Jiang Ning’s expression changed, even his knees trembled abruptly, but
he still held on, did not kneel down, and stood firm!



“Good fellow!”

He gritted his teeth and cursed, “You want me to kneel down?”

He felt that the purpose of this step was to make him kneel down!

On the thirteenth floor below, this feeling is not obvious, but when it
comes to the fourth floor, Andrewunderstands it all at once. He feels like
he has been punched on his knee, just to kneel. Come down!

Even if he wanted to kill him, Andrewwould not have much reaction, but
he had to make him kneel down…

His face sank immediately.

Skills can be killed but not humiliated!

Andrewsnorted coldly: “Want me to kneel? Dreaming!”

The blood in his body boiled along with him, his fighting spirit was fierce,
and the murderous aura in his eyes became rich!

He looked up at the thick fog like clouds, it seemed that that was the last
layer of the steps!

“Thirty-third floor?”

Andrewcounted, and at the top, there was the thirty-third floor!



His heart beat suddenly.

Thirty-third floor?

This number seems a bit strange. Where did he hear it, and who did he
hear it?


